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IDEASIDEAS
by DYB

Your Story

Pricing for interior

How much to
paint a kitchen

How much to
paint living room

How much to 
paint a bedroom

Pricing 
for exterior

Paint It
Forward

Golfing or other charities
with your team
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45
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How long will it take
to paint my interiorShould I buy the paint 

What is making
my paint peel?

What is making 
my paint fade?

14
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?
13

How can I remove
the rust stains off of

the exterior painting?

5 things you should
ask when getting

an estimate for
painting your home

How do I know if my
painting quotes are
apples to apples?

Where can I throw
my old paint away? 

17

18

19 20
5?

How many estimates
should I get?

What color should 
I paint my kitchen?

Should I paint the
 ceiling the same 
color as the walls?

How can I tell 
if I have oil or latex
paint on my trim?

How to stain 
a deck

How to resurface 
a wooden chair

How to paint 
kitchen cabinets

How long can
I store left over

paint for?

How can I 
keep paint 

from drying out? 

How to paint stucco
How to prime 

and paint a kitchen

Painting tools 
needed to paint 

your exterior

Paining tools 
needed to paint 

your interior

Will you protect
 my furniture?
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Carpenters we recommend

41

Should I install new carpet
before or after painting?

42

Does lighting 
affect color tone?

43

When is the best time 
to paint my interior?

44

When is the best time
to paint my exterior?

45

How to clean paint 
from the roller pad

46

How to clean paint 
from the paint brush

47

How to paint
a table and chairs

48

Should I caulk
before priming?

49

Should I caulk
before priming?

51

How to remove wallpaper

52

How to do 
a drywall repair

50
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37 How to prepare 
for exterior
painting

36 How to prep 
a kitchen for
painting

38

35 How to prep 
woodwork
for painting

39

40
What colors last 
the longest 
on exteriors?

Electricians we recommend

Plumbers we recommend

Paintball Charity
Tournament

9

Community Spotlights
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Young Entrepreneur 
Scholarship
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What Sheen should I use 
to paint my kitchen
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